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VOL. VII.

~HERE is within the heart of every human b~ing a smouldering
~ fire ever ready to become an all-consummg furnace; some
passing event stirs it, words of eloquence perhaps add fuel, quickly
the whole soul is in a blaze, Reason is cast from her throne, and
the demon Enthusiasm reigns in her stead. Thus it was with
Mahomet, thus with Jeanne Dare, and thus with the French in their
first Revolution-the character of the first has been blackened by
a jealous church, Jeanne was burnt as a witch, and is now considered
to have been something worse, and we all know how the respectable
Conservatism of the nineteenth centur,.. looks npon the French
Revolution.

It is hard for us who live in this matter-of-fact and calmly critical
age to appreciate the grandeur of such a character as that of
Mahomet. History tells of a man who founded an untrue religion,
therefore, she argues, he must have been an imposter; but the
great find marvellous fact of his snccess stares us in the face, and
we should never forget that a man to make others believe him must
first believe in himself. If we look at his history we see a man of
noble race, though without education, except such as nature by
means of nobleness of character, a powerful imagination, and a

keen observation of her own grandeur, may.have endowed him with~
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Ife marries the widow of his former master, and thus relieved of
the necessity for work has leisure to perfect that scheme which

has been forming in his mind, and which we now know under the
name of "Islam." Despising the degrading idolatry which sur

rounds him, the future prophet is in the habit of retiring to the
solitude of the desert for meditation and self-examination; here he
sees visions and dreams dreams, his latent Enthusiasm is inflamed,
and he rises up to declare that" There is but one God, and Mahomet
is his prophet." His first proselyte is his faithful wife Kaijah, who is

followed by Rome of his relatives. Soon he stirs up jealousy, and
in the year 621 owned the famous flight from Mecca to Medina,
known to all ages since as the Hejira. Here, with all the fiery
Enthusiasm of one of the prophets of Israel, he began to preach;

thousands, as it were, spellbound, flocked to his standard. He led
them personally to battle and gained his victory over his enemies

of Mecca, the Koreishites. This was the beginning of that list of
battles which in not very many years carried the Mahometan

Empire to India on the one hand and to Spain on the other; for to
these enthusiasts was not battle synonomous with victory 1 and the

author of this movement we are asked to consider an arrant villain

and a conscious imposter! We have here instances of the two
varieties of Enthusiasm, first that of Mahomet for an idea, the

second that of his followers for a man, for did not the man to them
represent the idea 1 The effect of this Enthusiasm for a man was the

formation of an empire; many centuries afterwards Enthusiasm for

an idea destroyed a kingdom, and on its foundations built up yet
another empire-we allude now to the first French Revolution;

"Liberty" was its watchword, to which were soon added" Equality"
::md "Fraternity." It was this Enthusiasm, now become frenzy, that
entered into the souls of such men as Robespierre, Danton, Murat,

and must be held responsible for the deeds of blood associated with
their names. It was when this madness was at its height that men
fell down and worshipped the Goddess of Reason, mocking her with

a form of power which she did not possess, though apparently

thinking that she still h~ld·sway over their minds, and unconscious
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of the usurpation of Enthusiasm-fit climax for such a mounti\in
of evil! and more than that, a laughable satire!

Herein lies the danger of this demon Enthusiasm, that when
Reason is required to guide and direct he has possession of the
mind, and until the fire is burnt out there will he remain, staining
the page of history with blood, polluting it with the smoke of

cities in flames, and wetting it with the tears of the widow and the

orphan.

Strange, indeed, it is that history, recording the deeds of a

Mahomet or a Jeanne Dare, should rate them as imposters. The
men of the middle ages burnt the latter as a witch; but even they
showed more discernment than those of the nineteenth century,
who, priding themselves on their critical accuracy, attempt to

conceal their ignorance under a cloud of calumny heaped on the

memory of her who was like her renowned countryman, "sans
peur et sans reproche."

In conclusion, we may make an assertion which the study of

history and the observation of human nature will prove, namely,
that once Enthusiasm gets the better of Reason bloodshed will

follow; for though a terrible master, a good servant when properly
directed.

ZESO.

PAT RIO T I S11.

~T would be difficult, probably impossible, to give an account
~ of Patriotism such that it would include all who have been

from time to time honoured with the name of Patriot. Doubtless
if the word were restricted to its very narrowest sense, it might be
possible to pick out a small group of men who, by their efforts for
their country's good in times of oppression or distress, would be

universally acknowledged as real Patriots. But let the meaning of
the word be once extended, and the varieties of men's judgment

upon persons both during and after their li,es render any attempt

at definition or classification extremely difficult. In our own time,
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to take a few casunl examples, we should have to adjudge between
the conflicting claims of Jefferson Davis and Abrnham Lincoln-to
decide upon the merits of Garibaldi or GambeHa-of Napoleon
the First and Bismarck; and to do so without party feeling would
be plainly impracticable. But still it is possible, to treat the
subject historically, to trace the origin and growth of the sentiment
under consideration; and such a course will make the task of
classification somewhat easier.

The origin of the feeling must be sought in the most primitive
state of society known to us; in the times when family WDS the
sole bond of union known to men. It has been clearly shown by
late researches that the family was the unit of ancient society. All
its members together shared the responsibility of the acts of each
individual; any wrong done by a member of the family was requited
upon the whole body, and likewise any injury inflicted upon a
member was taken up and avenged by all his kindred. In such a
state of society Patriotism can scarcely be said to have exsisted;
the retaliation of injuries was dictated by self interest, and the ne·
cessity of the preservation of sclf in that of the family; still, in
the idea that the safety and welfare of every individual is bound
up with that of others, we have at least the germ of what develops
afterwards into the Patriotic spirit. Two other points may be
noticed with regard to this period-first, that the zeal for the family
would be gradually transferred to its single representative, ~he

sheikh, so to say, or head of the family; secondly, that religious
sentiment and common worship was always the strongest family tie,
and the chief instrument in keeping a Patriotic spirit alive.

The next step which is sufficiently broadly marked to be noticed
is that which takes place when to the ties of common kindred and
common worship is added that of a common dwelling place-in
other words, when the tribe becomes localized. It is comparatively
easy to see how in a short time would be developed that "amor

patrioo," or love of Fatherland, which, when once it has taken root,
seldom fails to awake the utmost enthusiasm of which a nation is

capable. For when once the Penates, the household gods, whether
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of the smaller unit of the family or the larger tribe-the agglom
eration of families-have had a fixed abode assigned to them, it is
not long before superstitious awe invest the place with the same
sanctity as the object of worship. The notion of the "Prresens
Deus "-01' that the power of a god was measured by the nearness
of his presence-was by no means confined to the Greeks and
Romans, but is almost universal among nations in their infancy.
The belief thus grew up that the tribe was liable to forfeit the
protection of its hereditary deities if it abandoned the seat which
they were supposed to love. This feeling of devotion to a particular
spot of land, thus created partly from physical necessity, but more
from religious sentiment, is one which to-day seems as fresh as it
was two thousand years ago, though its origin is obscured by the
crowd of associations which now surround it.

When, the tribe being once localized, the arbitrary decrees of
the head of the tribe began to give way to fixed law, another form
of Patriotism arose which requires notice. We have seen how
men's affections were attached to the person who represented the
tribe; thence to the place of its abode; and now their sympathies
were enlisted on behalf of certain institutions, which were to them
their guarantee against evil doers, and the possession of which
separated them for ever from tribes less advanced than themselves.
It is not meant that any of these forms of Patriotism superseded
the other; each new development grew up side by side with the
old, and often became confused with it, so as to become indis
tinguishable; as, for instance, among the Romans, regard for the
institutions of the great Republic was blended with admiration of
the Imperial city. 'rhe influence of this patriotic devotion to
ideals may be traced at every step in the later history of Greece, .
and especially in the conflict between Athens and Sparta, the repre
sentati,es respectively of the new and the old state of things. In
both cases the spirit of Patriotism which was developed was narrow
and selfish; it was left for the philosophers of larger minds to
speak of all Greece as one, and even they drew a sharp line between
Greeks and Barbarians.
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It is at this point that the meaning of the word seems to have
become stereotyped; certain it is that if the growth of the ideas

sketched above be traced any farther, another name than Patriotism
must be sought to express them. It was devotion to an ideal that

led to that marvellous upheaving of 'Vestern Europe in the early

middle ages, which is known as the crusades; chivalry, again, was
at its commencement a high ordeal; but neither the crusader nor

the chivalrous knight can be called a Patriot. The word still

carries with it the feeling which is expressed in its derivation-to
be a Patriot a man must labour for his Fatherland-it may be, at
the expense of surrounding nations; a Cosmopolitan Patriot is a
misnomer. He who labours for all, and whom all the world can
join in blessing, has as yet no name which can vie in popular
estimation with that of Patriot. A few remarks, however, may be

offered on the subject of Patriotism, as the word is ordinarily
understood, and in accordance with the sketch of its origin and

extent. It will bo at once evident that thore are many spurious
kinds of Patriotism, and many have been honoured with the name
who have beon actuated by motives of self-interest; yet Patriotism,
although there exiRt many self-regarding elements in it, should be
one of tho most unselfish of virtues. '1'0 socure freedom from
selfishness, a Patriot should be large-minded; he should be able to
rise above his countrymen when their views are narrow and their

vision short; he should be superior to ideas of race which would

exclude all but one from his consideration, and be prepared to resist

his countrymen should they purpose a manifest injustice. It is the
greatest blot on the Roman so-called Patriots that many of them
carried out upon surrounding nations decrees of great injustice and

cruelty without a question, as though they had taken as their
motto the Oriental formula of description "to hear is to obey."
Again, popular sympathy is by no means a distinguishing mark of

true Patriotism; far more trustworthy is the opinion of posterity,
which can judge of acts and words by their effects upon succeeding
generations. Thirdly, Patriotism is not necessarily Conservative,

although it is often beld to be so; at the same time, no reformer
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could claim the name of Patriot who had not made the peculiar

temperament of his countrymen, their faults and their virtues, his

study to guide him in his task. In this defect may be found the
reason of many failures on the part of clever and well-meaning·

men-that they have framed theories without respect to the times
and circumstances in which they lived. Lastly, the name is

erroneously applied to those ordinary citizens who, without rising

above their fellows, do their duty by the State in the way they
know best j for the essence of true Patriotism is that it should be
active, with the very smallest amount of selfishness. And without
in the least detracting from the merits of good citizens, which are
indeed great, it is plain that there is a very large element of self
interest in their performance of their duties, and that they receive
an ample recompense from the State in the shape of protection, and
from the community in that of honourable estimation. In a word,

the difference between the two may be thus expressed: the good

citizen, while making his own individual 'Welfare his primary object,
seeks secondarily to make it conform with the well-being of the

State j the Patriot makes his countrymen's good his first object,
and counts his own comfort as entirely subordinate to that great

end.

THE CRUISE OF THE ANNETTE.

~RELAND once more j but no longer terra firma with its

~ minor dangers of bogs and hanging roads. This time the

more unstable element hurried me along with its proverbial fickle
ness j my vehicle a canoe. Even a car seemed the ideal of all that

is firm, compared to a far from evenly-balanced canoe. But to my
task. Of course I had read all Macgregor's books j of course I
was fired to the necessary pitch of enthusiasm. Ireland seemed to
be a fitting scene for my agueous experiments, because not only
does it abound in the necessary fluid, but the natives were less

qualified to turn up their noses at my bungling than the right

royal denizens of her queenly sister. I was also fired 'With a desire
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to surprise this curious people in their every-day way of living, to
come upon them when not in their Sunday-best, to enter Ireland,

as it were, by the back door.
There is a stream, the Balinderry by name, which rises in the

Mountains of Tyrone, and after serving as a boundary to distinguish
that county from Londonderry, falls into Lough Neagh. To this
stream, with much misgivings, I entrusted myself. It was a beauti
ful August morning j the proverbial sun was setting about its
business in the proverbially unclouded sky. I weighed anchor,
that is to say I unlocked the padlock which detained my bark, and
with a couple of strokes of the blade was now well on my course,
darting through the strawberry-coloured waves, for there was a
fresh on the river, amid creamy icebergs of foam. The banks were
high, and lined with a dense profusion of trees. Hazels bent their
nut-covered boughs deep in the dark stream. Here and there an
aged tree fallen across the stream called for a sharp sweep of the
blue paddle. Now and then broken water told a tale of rocks
hidden beneath the surface, but near enough to it to start every
rivet in my tiny vessel. A sound of rushing water strikes my ear;
I turn a corner and see the river dashing over a semi-circular fall,
about 50 yards across, while a quiet mill-stream steals away from
all the noise and din, half-hidden by drooping laurels, to turn some
mill long since forgotten and disused. My prow is already over
the edge j my legs are out each side of the canoe, they touch the
bottom j the water is only knee-deep, and I catch the stern as it
shoots under my legs. It is needless to say that my boots and shoes
are not on my feet, but carefully stowed away under the canoe's

deck. With the help of the painter I lower her amid the boiling
turmoil down the rough slope of the fall into the comparatively
calm water at the bottom. I embark by the aid of a small island,
dry my legs with a sponge, and set my teeth for a bit of stiff water,
bristling with rocks over which the flooded river pours. The
Annette dances safely over them, but ships a heavy sea the other
side. I had not put on my apron, and shuddered as I saw her head

dive beneath a muddy wave, and the mass of water come rolling
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up the deck. It came, and drenched me to the skin. There was

nothing for it but to retire from the high road of rushing water

into a quiet nook and sponge myself out. And now we emerge
from the woods into the open country. Barefooted women and

ragged boys stop from their flax-pulling and advise me in motherly
tones to land and let my devil's engine pursue its infernal career

alone. When I continue my rash course, they shake their heads
and look wisely at one another, and return saddened to their work.
Another fall demands my undivided attention. I adopted the same

plan of getting out, but with different results, for the slope was
steeper and the water swifter. The canoe was wrenched from my
hands and I thrown violently back, as my feet slipped on the mossy

stones. What a sight met my eyes as I rose! The Annette jammed
between a tree and the bank, bows in air, more than half under

water; my paddle floating down the nut-brown tide, and a dark

object, which I conjectured to be my boot, and conjectured rightly,
bobbing about, now sinking beneath the flood, now rising superior
to it. In a second I plunged after them; the paddle I grasped,

the boot had sunk, sunk to rise no more. Sick at heart I turned

to my bark. With long and painful draughts of my hat, a black
felt, I bailed her out, only to find my back-board gone, and my
other boot drenched to the sole. Again I took my seat, and with
clenched teeth lJnd strong, steady strokes shot down the stream,

looking out for my back-board, for my aching back kept me on the
alert, if perchance it were stranded anywhere, or some friendly
bough had stretched out an arm to detain it. But in vain, it had

followed the boot, and to this day I have not set eyes on the

ill-starred pair. A most uninteresting country lay between

me and the Lough; dreary-looking fields soaked by the heavy rains,

through which the river wound in and out in the most tortuous
manner. One moment the wind, which was blowing strongly, was

in my face, at another at my back. An occasional heron rose from its
feeding-ground, and with difficulty stretched its huge wings; now and
then a moorhen half flew, half swam across into some jungle. l'hese

and a bridge were the only break to the monotony of the scene~
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Two more falls were crossed. At these, taught by sad experience,
I landed on the bank a few yards before the fall, and pulled the
canoe round by land, which after all was not much trouble, and
was a good deal safer. And now the river rushed faster and faster
as it neared its journey's end, interrupted only by an occasional
line of stepping-stones, which, when covered with water as now,
presented a formidable ridge of broken water. At a mill I pro
cured two strips of deal, which, being placed one on each side of
my back-bone, served the purpose of a back-board. It now began
to rain heavily, but a good part of the wet was kept out by my
patent apron, which consisted of a piece of oilcloth tacked to two
thin lengths of deal, and kept up by pressing it against the
combing with my knee. At a bend in the river the Lough came in
sight, reaching out away as far as I could see, belted only by a hazy
line of dark trees; a few white horses half way across showed
pleasantly against the dark water. A glistening speck or two
among the trees told of some chapel to our lady, and a quiet village
among the hills. I landed and fitted the mast to its step and
spread the broad calico and the plain red silk pennon. With the
sheet in one hand and paddle in the other I glided down between
the widening banks for a few hundred yards, and then right out
among the tossing waves. This lake, 22 miles long and 12 broad,
is the largest in the United Kingdom, and, considering its size, the
least known. At first I boldly steered out from shore, but finding
the waves unpleasantly high, and the canoe threatening a capsize
every moment, I prudently struck sail and paddled along shore,
right in the wind's teeth. It was tremendously hard work; my
back ached, my arms were strained, my hands benumbed. After
an hour of this I put in to rest and eat. The bare-legged natives
felt for me "as I sat bare legged, too, on a rock chewing my sand
wiches, stopping now and then to wring out the wet when it had
gathered enough in the corners of my coat for me to feel the
weight. Refreshed in mind and body, I put out again and con
tinued my up-hill task. The shores were the very image of

desertion; sometimes a few huts formed a fishing village or some
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promontory, with yards of net hung up on poles, while troops of
children, almost naked, accompanied by yelping mongrels, scampered
along the sand, now wading out to me where the water was shallow,
now tumbling over some hedge, amid roars of laughter. One of
these troops kept up with me for several miles, till a friendly river
interposed, an obstacle which even they could not surmount. Off
the bar of that same river were innumerable sandbanks, which
caused me great annoyance, as it was impossible to see them till
the keel grated fast. About four in the afternoon I rounded the
corner of the bay, and at last had the wind in my back. Up went
the sail, and soon a loug dark liue of stones, running about a mile
into the lake, informed me of the end of one day's labour. I
rounded the pile, not without trepidation at the yawning waves,
and with wind and current entered the Bann, the only river that
flows out of Lough Neagh. Where it flows out is the first salmon
wall, of which there are three on the river. At each of these is a
lock for the benefit of the navigation, which is not great. The
water was unusually high, so I went over the wall, without avail
ing myself of the lock, struck sail, landed, entrusted her to a
friendly timber merchant on the spot, and barefooted, with boot
and sail in one hand and paddle in the other, started to seek for
lodgings in the village of Toome, close to the river's edge. Before
going far I found a convenient inn, whose landlord bustled to
prepare my food while I went to the kitchen to dry. Nine o'clock
the next morning saw me on the broad Bann. The wind was dead
in my face, and likely to be so all day, so I rolled up the sail and
stowed it away under canvas. 110re hard work, with a variant of
drenching showers. The Bann varies from 100 to 150 yards in
breadth, quite broad enongh to admit of nasty waves, when a strong
wind blows against a rapid current. A conpIe of miles brought me
to a small lake, about three miles long by two broad. Here I
amused myself by shooting round innumerable islands, laden with
brushwood, darting np long alleys, only to have to retreat ignomin
ously backward. There were navigation piles right through, but

these I totally neglected, and it was a miracle I found the way out.
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Suddenly coming round an island I discovered the Bann again; had
I taken the other side of the lake it would have added several

miles to my journey. Hard work again, pitching incessantly on
the stupid waves, with fiat dreary shores, enlivened only by an
occasionally inquisitive cow or restive horse. After eight hours'

toil I came to the second wall, ncar Kilrea. There was a fall of 10
feet here, with walls rising up perpendicularly to the height of 40
feet. Nothing for it but to take the lock side. With stiffened

limbs, drenched to the skin, and thoroughly cold and miserable, I

paid sixpence for dragging the canoe ronnd myself. Disgusted

with everything I marched off to the village, hired a car, sent the

man down for the canoe, and after a stiff tumbler of whiskey and

water, set out for a drive of 22 English miles. It was 7 o'clock

before we started. The canoe was lashed down to one side of the

car, and made pleasant music with its bumping. The genial effect
of the whiskey soon vanished in the ni'pping air. An Irish gentle
man or two retnrning from a fair vociferously proclaimed his
devotion to Kathleen or the Colleen Bawn. Suddenly I was

started from a reverie; the horse had stumbled, the canoe was

thrown off, and the driver precipitated into space. He got up

swearing horribly, re-adjusted the canoe, and avenged himself on

-the steed by keeping him to a gallop, much to my inconvenience,

who had to hold the canoe. Every jolt nearly wrenched my arm

off. Before 12 we arrived at a village, where I stopped, aud pro

ceeded home by train next morning.

CRICKE'r.

THE SEASON OF 1873.

The Season commenced with very uphill work, bowling being

sadly \Vanted. Our first match, v. Exeter College, Oxford, played
the \Veek after we came back, took us, as it were, by surprise, before
\Ve had been able to unravel any new bowler. This match, however,

brought out Chaffey, who was hitherto unknown, and though the
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College made a long score, we did nearly as well, everyone adding
something. Our second match, v. Oriel College, saw us disgracefully

defeated in one innings, chiefly owing to bad weather in our own
innings, and the fact that we put them in instead of tossing the
previous afternoon. 'Ve turned the tables, however, on Trinity,
keeping them out the whole of the first afternoon, and beating
them by 8 wickets. Wallington and Fortescue made a grand stand
at the begining of our innings, scoring 100 before they were separ
ated. Kingston Park beat us by 7 runs on the first innings. Wall
ington made 64 not out for us, and Whitehead 29; the rest did not
play up to their usual form. Clifton College beat us on their own
ground by 56 runs. In this match, however, we deserve great

credit for getting rid of so fine an Eleven for so moderate a total,
though certainly our batting, with the exception of Whitehead,
was not up to the mark.

On the whole, therefore, the Season has not been so bad as was
expected from the severe losses we had sustained. A good change
bowler we never found; but Kennard and Chaffey were most invalu
able, especially towards the end of the Season; both of whom, we
are sorry to say, have left. Whitehead (our Captain), Forteseue,

and Clark, 3 most useful bats, have also gone; in fact only
'Vallington, Bewes, and Martyn now remain in the Eleven, the
former of whom will have left before next Season, another severe
loss. However, as in other Seasons, things which wore a gloomy
aspect at first have improved; why should they not in the present
case 1 though certainly a greater amount have never left before.

CHARACTERS OF THE ELEVEN.-lS73.

H. Whitehead.-Captain till :JIidsummer. Has not been so
successful as ill former years, chiefly owing to want of practice; at
times, however, he exhibits his brilliant powers of cutting and hitting

to leg. Will keep the wicket with practice. (Has left.) Average
20t·
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E. W. Wallington.-A thoroughly good bat all round, though
especially strong to the off. His defence is almost perfect, and his
hitting has greatly improved. By no means a brilliant field,
though much improved on last year. Captain till Christmas.
Average 37.

M. R. Fortescue.-Has this season proved a most useful man for
going in first, playing with extreme steadiness, decidedly stronger
in cutting, though wants a little more freedom. Bowls slow at
times. (Has left.) Average 20 1-9.

T. H. Shettle.-Began the season with promise, but towards the
end fell off dreadfully. A great deal too fond of hitting; a useful
field at long leg. (Has left.) Average 8i.

S. B. Kennard.-The bowler of the Eleven, left hand, with a
tremendous break. Has not strength to keep on long; a straight
bat, but decidedly weak: to the off. (Has left.) Average 2 4-9.

R. A. Chaffey.-Came out towards the beginning of the season as
a bowler, and rapidly improved iu that department. An unlucky
bat, though needs improvement. (Has left.) Average 4 1-9.

P. T. Clark.-A fine, free hitter, with a good eye, but should
play with a straighter bat; his hitting to leg is especially clean.
Slow in the field. (Has left.) Average 34 4-7.

R. A. Bewes.....:...Batted well towards the latter part of the season;
with steadiness would make a fine cricketer, but at present lacks
energy. A safe catch, and a useful change bowler. Average

11 1-7.

W. W. Martyn.-Has not come up to the reputation formed of
him this year in batting; but a most useful field at long leg,
throwing in beautifully. Average 5 1-3.

R. Patey.-His form is decidedly crude, but he invariably makes
runs. Must improve his fielding. (Has left.) Average la.

H. M. :Merriman.-Played for the Eleven at the end of the

season simply for his bowling, which is very straight, and likely to
improve next year. A poor bat at present. Average 2t.
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FIVES MATCHES.

Tanner
Collier
Upcott
Lynch
Hughes
Cattley
Caunter
Schacht

Crawford
Honey
Bewes
Nash

beat

beat

beat

beat

beat

beat

Heathcote
Hole a bye

Bewes
Nash a bye

SECOND ROl:ND.

Crosby
Square
Wallington
Gill

The Fives Matches are just over, and OWillg to the wet weather
of late, and the short time that we have been at them, great
expedition must have been shown throughout. As a rule the play
was hardly so good as in former years, with one or two exceptions
at the top of the tree. The majority showed ntter want of
practice, though fellows who play football regularly deserve the
greatest credit for the good form that some of them showed. Of
these we may pick out Caunter, Hole, Heathcote, and Schacht in
particular. As regards the doubles (senior), Wallington and Gill
were the favourites throughout, and won as they liked. In the
singles Wallington secured a victory after a hard tussel with Gill,
an account of which will appear lower down. The matches were
singularly badly contested as a rule.

FIRST Romm (SENIOR DOUBLES).

Tanner and Collier, notwithstanding their utter want of practice,
scored 9 and 13 against Crawford and Honey; and Upcott and
Lynch scored 14 in one game, though they had to succumb at last
to Crosby and Square. Caunter and Schacht also began well, but
only just got out of love each game. Schacht played an uphill
game particularly well.

Crawford
Honey
Crosby
Square
Heathcote
Hole
Wallington
Gill
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Crosby
Square

a bye

beat

Wallington
Gill

THIRD Romm.

Crosby was not in his usual form, or the victory would not have

been so hollow.
Heathcote
Hole

FOURTH ROUND.

Wallington beat Heathcote
Gill Hole

This last match for first resulted in an easy victory for Wallington
and Gill; Caunter and Schacht have challenged for second, but the
match has not come off yet.

SENIOR SINGLES.

The first round resulted in unusually hollow victories.
Crawford beat Honey Square beat Cattley
Gill beat Collier Hughes beat Crosby
Wallington beat Bewes Caunter beat Upcott
Schacht beat Nash Heathcote beat Lynch

Hole a bye.

SECOND ROUND.

Schacht did not make as good a fight as he ought to have against
Wallington, who beat him love each game. Heathcote played
extremely well against Caunter, and with a little more practice and
~ctivity would have done even better.

Gill beat Crawford Square beat Hughes
Wallington beat Schacht Caunter beat Heathcote

Hole a bye

THIRD ROUND.

Hole in the second game played up splendidly against Gill,
scoring 12, but was obliged to succumb to superior play in the end.
Square would play very well with practice.

Gill beat Hole Wallington beat Square
Caunter a bye

FOURTH ROUND.

Gill beat Caunter Wallington a bye
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FIFTH ROUND.

This match was looked forward to with universal excitement,
as Gill had improved immensely. However, the first game Walling
ton won without his scoring at all; the second Gill won to his
opponent's 10. Here they ought to have stopped till another day,
but they played on, Wallington ultimately winning a really good
and exciting match. Gill has this year greatly improved, whereas
vVallington is much the same as last year, though it was evident
that he was used up in the third game.

Wallington beat Gill.

JUNIOR DOUBLES.

The Juniors were hardly so good as last year, strength and size
being sadly wanted. However, Anderson played with great pluck,
and finally carried off the first prize with Lloyd, Lacey and
Cockeram being at present second.

FIRST ROUND.

King and Hughes scored 13 and 11 against Matthews and Smith,
but in spite of King's plucky play, they had to succumb:

Cockeram beat Gerrish
Lacey Cattley, mi.
Matthews beat King
Smith Hughes, mi.
Lloyd Lowndes
Anderson beat :Monro

Strachey a bye
Vail, mi.

SECOND ROCND.

Cockeram
Lacey
Lloyd
Anderson

beat

beat

Matthews
Smith
Strachey
Vail, mi.

THIRD ROUND.

Lacey did his best, but was not well backed up, and Anderson
playing up well throughout, secured first prize.

Loyd beat Cockeram
Anderson Lacey
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Lacey beat Cockemm
Matthews a bye

THIRD ROUND.

Lowndes and :Monro challenged for second, and made a very good
fight of it, winning the second game, but Lacey just secured a
,ictory the third game.

JUNIOR SmGLEs. FIRST Romm.
Strachey beat Vail, mi. Andersoll beat :Monro
Smith beat Lloyd Lacey beat Cattley, mi.
King beat Lowndes Cockeram beat Gerrish

:Matthews beat Hughes, mi.
SECOXD ROUND.

King played in very good form against Anderson, but the latter's
superior practice won the game.

Smith beat Strachey
Anderson beat King

Anderson beat Smith Lacey beat Matthews
FOURTH ROUND.

After a deal of unnecessary delay the final match was played,

and resulted in a victory for Lacey, who won the first and third
games. ~nderson played pluckily and won the second, but the
stronger of the four won the day.

T~acey beat Anderson.

FOOTBALL.

SIIERBORNE SCHOOL v. EXETER.

This match was played on Saturday, the 15th, and resulted in
an easy victory for the School by a goal and 6 touch downs to
nothing. The home team lost the toss, and began against the wind
with the top goal; they quickly scored a touch down by Tanner; the
try, however, failed. After about half an hour, Tanner again obtained
a touch, but this, too, was unsuccessful. After half time was called,
the superior training of the School began to tell more visibly, and
the ball was continually hovering round their opponents' goal. A
third touch by Tanner was quickly followed by another by Martyn,
both tries, however, resulting in failures. Barnes then by a fine
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piece of passing on obtained a touch down close to onr opponents'
goal. After this nothing of any consequence, with the exception of
a touch quite in the corner of the field by Caunter, took place; the
punt out from this was charged, and nothing came of it. Jnst
before time was called Tudor made a splendid run right up the
ground, but unfortunately went outside, thus putting an end to the
game.

For Exeter, Benson, Bannister, Hutchings, Pinder, Saunders,
and Elliott; for The School, Tanner, Barnes, Adams (forwards),
Collier (quarter), and Tudor (half back), played especially well.

Exeter.-Saunders (captain), Benson, Bannister, \Vilson, Elliott,
Morisson, Hutchings, Passmore, Porter, Butland, Pinder, Butter,
Uilbert, Hickland, Lawless.

Sherborne.-Martyn (captain), Tanner, Barnes, Lynch, Drew,
Adams, Twynam, Schacht, Evans, Edlin (forwards), Collier, Honey
(quarters), Tudor, Lowes (half backs), Caunter (back).

Caunter has received his" fifteen" colours; Crawford and Blaxland
their second" twenty" colours.

The Old Fellows' match will be played on Tuesday afternoon,
December 16th. All Old Fellows who wish to play must send
their names to the Rev. H. P. Price.

PAPER CHASES.

Saturday, October 18th.-:Jleet at :Miller s Orchard. Foxes,
Crawford, Adams, and Lowes. The scent was lRid through the
country to the left of the Oborne Road, neRr Charlton, and through
Pointington home. Half way out Lowes was caught by Collier
with one bag; the other bag was found by Hawkins. Crawford
and Adams managed to save their brushes. .

Saturday, October 25th.-The foxes, Collier, \Vebb, and \Vatts,
ma., met at West Bridge. At the top of Honeycombe the scent

was lost completely for the greater part of the hounds, who
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wandered hopelessly about the country towards Yetminster. A
chosen few under Barnes and Brine hit the true scent at last, but

too late in the afternoon to bo of any use.
Saturday, November 1st.-King, Loveband, and Hughes, mL,

as foxes inaugurated a junior paper-chase. The meet was held at
the Marston Turnpike. The running, both of the foxes and hounds,
was good. This junior effort, a novelty at Sherborne, proved a .
great success.

Saturday, November 22nd.-The meet was held at the Marston
Turnpike. The foxes, Hole, Adams, and G. Twynam, led the
hounds a smart chase. Two long checks effectually distanced their
pursuers. Hole, true to the ancient fable, is said to have indulged
in a twenty minutes' nap.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Shirburnian.
SIR,

I think it right to publish in the pages of the Shirburnian
a suggestion which has more than once been made to me, and from
different quarters. It is this: that the general annual meeting of
the subscribers to the Old Shirburnian Scholarship Fund should be
followed by a dinner. The advantages would be (1) by increasing
the attractions of the meeting to induce mo~e to attend; (2) in a
general way to strengthen the union between old Shirburnians by
opportunities of intercourse. At present the meeting terminates
after the business, often of a purely formal character, is concluded;
and men who do not live in town are apt to infer that their presence
conduces as little to the progress of the business as it does to their
own pleasure. It is fair to set on the other side of the question
these impediments-(l) the difficulty of obtaining the names of
those who wish to attend, some estimate of the number being, of
course, desirable; (2) the danger of falling into the mistake which
so many so-called charities are accused of committing-of spending

more in this way than upon the legitimate object of the association.
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If the project is agreeable to any of your readers who may
intend being present at the next meeting (December 10th), they
might obviate the first difficulty by sending in their names* before
hand; an experiment might thus be made this year, and it would
be easier to decide upon making it an annual thing.

I am, dear Sir,
Yours truly,

L. E. UPCOTT.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

As the time of the Old Fellows' Football Match
draws near, I wish to make a few remarks on the possibility of
getting together a Sherborne team to play a few matches about
that period.

The fact that the largest numbers of Old Shirburians are to be
found in Oxford, Cambridge, and London, seems to me to be exactly
suited to the plan. As there are any number of Schools and
Clubs with whom matches could be arranged near London, and
within easy reach of Oxford and Cambridge, the chief difficulty
would be, I think, to find anyone to organize such an expedition;
but surely one of the many quondam football captains now at
Oxford would be found equal to the task.

Of course I am not sanguine of much being done this year, but
if only one match were arranged now, it might pave the way for a
more brilliant season next year. Hoping that someone will carry
out this suggestion,

Believe me,
Yours truly,

x.
P.S. Of course Rugby Union Rules would be used, being the

rules of the School.

* To R. T. Beadon, Esq., New Court, Temple E.C.; or to L. E. Upcott,
C,C,C". Oxford; or to the Editor of the Shirburnian (who would forward
the names). .
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SCHOOL MUSICAL SOCIETY.

The Programmes of the two Concerts given on October 9th and
November 25th are as follows:

PART 1.

" JUDAS lIACCAB1EUS" (Part Ill.)

PART n.
OVERTURE "The night dancers" '"
PART SONG "Good morrow to my lady bright"
OBOE SOLO "Andante" ...
PART SONG ., The dawn of day"
PRELUDE & FUGUE in B flat, for Pianoforte
PART SONG "For the New Year" ...
VINTAGER'S CHORUS (Loreley) '"

(For male voices.)
SAILOR'S SONG ...

PART 1.
"JUDAS lIIACCABlEUS" (Part I.) Handel.
DUET for two Pianofortes" Hommae a Haendel" }Yfoscheles.

PART n.
CHORUS "Carnovale" ...
CAVATINA "Largo al Factotum"
RONDEAU, Pianoforte" Pas tristc, pas gai" ...
PART SONG "Hush thee, my baby"
l1ARCH & FINALE form the Concertstiick
GROSSE KINDER.SINFONIE ...
GLEE "Good night" ...

... Rossini.
Rossini.

W. S. Bennett.
Sullivan.

Weber~

... B. Romberg.
... Bishop.

The third and last Concert of the term will take place on

Tuesday, December 16th.

DEBATING CLUB.

Oct. 8th.-Government motion: "That the system of fagging
in Public Schools is a remnant of a barbarous age."

Speakers for. Speakers against.

11. S. Crawford W. W. Martyn
S. Churchill F. G. M. Lynch
A. W. Upcott J. H. Cauuter
11. H. Green, Esq. E. W. Wallington
A. Cattley R. Webb
E. Tanner E. M. Venn

E. A. Upcott
H. A. Tudor
G. E. Twynam

For the motion '; j against 15.
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Speakers against.

W. W. Martyn
A. W. Upcott
E. A. Upcott
G. Twynam
F.G. M. Lynch
R. Tanner
J. W. Gill
J. H. Caunter

.At this meeting:M. H. Green, Esq" an old member of the Club,
kindly spoke.

Oct. 15th.-Government motion: "That Oliver Cromwell is

worthy of our admiration."
Speakers for.

]I!. S. Crawford
R. Churchill
R. Webb
A. Cattley
F. Schacht
A. R. Lyon

For the motion 6; against 12.
This being the second defeat of the Government, :Mr. Crawford

resigned the office of President. :Mr. W. W. Martyn was elected
to fill his place, he chose as his Vice-President and Secretary Messrs.
F. G. M. Lynch and.A. W. Upcott.

Oct. 22nd.-.An election of Candidates took phcc. The following
were elected: Messrs. F. IV. Fox, H. Thornton, IV. T. Evans, H.
W. Edlin, and G. Sellon.

"That Queen Mary of England

Speakers against.
M. S. Crawford
J."H. Caunter
E: W. Wallington
E. A. Upcott
E. Honey
H. W. Macaulay
E. Tanner

For the motion 9; against 8.

Nov. 5th.-Government motion: "That the suppression of new!!·
paper comments on the Tichborne Trial is just."

Speakers for. Speakers against.

W. W. Jlfartyn Jlf. S. Crawford
A. W. Upcott E. A. Upcott
E. W. Wallington S. Churchill
J. W. Gill H. W. llfacaulay
H. W. Edlin

For the motion 11; against 9.

Nov. lst.-Government motion:
is unworthy of our admiration."

Speakers for.

W. W. llfartyn
A. W. Upcott
F. G. llL Lynch
H. W.Edlin
S. Churchill
F. Schacht
J. W. Gill
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Nov. 12th.-Government motion: "That ignorance and morality
are preferable to wisdom and immorality."

Bpeo,kers for.

W. W. lIartyn
A. W. Upcott
E. A. Upcott
F. G. 11. Lynch
H. W. Edlin
E. W. Wallington
E. Tanner
G. E. Twynam
J. H. Cannter

Speo,kers o,go,inst.

M. S. Crawford
A. Cattley
S. Chnrchill
H. W. 1\Iacanlay
J. W. Gill

Speo,kers against.

H. W. Macanlay
J. W. Gill
S. Chnrchill

For the motion 19; against 5.

Nov. 19th.-Government motion: "That corporal punishment in
Public Schools ought to be abolished."

Spea,kers for.

W. W.lIartyn
A. W. Upcott
E. A. Upcott
R. Webb
H. P. Thornton
F. Schacht
H. A. Tndor
G. E. Twynam
J. H. Cannter
E. Tanner
W. F. Evans
R. Tanner
E. A. Travers

For the motion 16; against 3.

We beg to acknowledge with thanks the following Public School
Magazines :-September.-Epsomian. October.-Magaalen Oollege
School Journal, Malvernian, Malburian, Reptonian, Epsomian.
November.-Ulula, Tonbridgian, Rossallian, Malburian, Upping
hamian Radleian, Magdalen Oollege School Journal.
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